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SPENCER AND THE TANKER-BUSTER

This book has surreal boxing themes. It has a short story, and a surreal, trippy martial arts art gallery.

'Spencer And The Tanker-buster' is about how Spencer, a delicate, pure-hearted adrogynous being, follows his
questionable dream to be Welterweight champ. But this dream maybe the impetus for something greater than excelling
in a bloodsport of a future fascist society.  This mechanized world is inhabited by organo-geometric beings, or semi-
robots, called meten men. He seeks the help of his idol, Tanker-buster, a sensitive meten man. 'Tanker' is one of my
alter-egos( Studcreep, from 'Studcreep, Weakest Of The Mightiest', and Spirit X, from 'Bordergenius Manifesto').
Though, he's essentially Studcreep in another reality.

 Tanker had the potential to champ, but he lacks the killer instinct. But his'failure' has left him unfulfilled and
perplexed about his life's purpose. Tanker spends time with Spencer, even though he discourages him from fighting. But
when Fullmer, a hardened, terminator-like meten man challenges Spencer, Tanker is forced to act an unusual role:
something in-between a bodyguard, moderater, and guru for the threesome. The two friends and their common foe
may share an even greater commonality afterall.

 The psychedelic fight gallery depics an inter-dimensional form of boxing called 'paradoxing'.



Spencer is the sweetest guy, but know one knows this because the world hates itself too much to appreciate any-
one different. He’s an androgynous being, resembling a tall, frail  girl with his long black hair ( tied in a pony-
tail), soft skin, and knobby knees. Despite everyone’s stares, and insults, he’s always upbeat, confident that
he’ll be accepted by the mighty ones.
He’s on his way home, walking with an extra bounce in his step, because he’s just purchased a mixed martial
arts instructional DVD. Ultimate fighters and soldiers are considered to be the noble citizens. And the more
ruthless and hateful a fighter is, the more he’s admired. Spencer loves Ultimate fighting. He wants to be the
welterweight champ. He thinks that this will bring him friends and girls, though, ironically, he cares nothing
about glory. He just wants someone to hang with. People never gave him a chance because he was too scrawny,
talked too slow and soft; he just wasn’t imposing. People wanted powerful allies, who’d protect them on the
outside, though hardly anyone wanted to get close( emotionally).
He inserted the DVD. He put on his torn, oversized boxing gloves. This lispy-voiced ectomorph said, “this is
where it all starts… everyone loves a champ. The girls will really notice me now.” The grim-faced, muscle
bound instructor on the flat screen TV commanded the viewer to jab, cross, and hook, and to get your body into
it. Spencer in no way practiced with grace and poise, he resembled a goofy, quivering turkey trying to maneuver
like a stealthy bird of prey. And he couldn’t he help smiling slightly, even though he thought that he was scowl-
ing.
He played the video for a week, practicing the intricate katas, and tricky techniques. He was certain that he was
a master, oblivious to the minute errors he committed, which even a third-rate martial artist, or wild, vicious
streetfighter would capitalize on. And he could never stop smiling, this gentle character who belonged more in
Sesame street, or in Mr Roger’s neighborhood than in this apocalyptic, self-destructive world. “I think I’m
ready to fight some contenders. Everyone better watch out, I’ve gotten faster and stronger! Wait ’till the girls
see me in action. I just need someone to point me in the right direction.”
He went to the biggest MMA gym in town. His idol, Tank-buster was working out. This contender was one of
those guys who should’ve been champ, but he just couldn’t find the right motivation – though reporters, train-
ers, and fighters were certain that he was not hungry enough, was controlled by fear, and all that – but he’s yet
to find that transcendental drive; beyond all cliches and excuses. Tank felt like he was the lion from the Wizard
of Oz: he must’ve been born without a heart or something. He just couldn’t get excited about what others cele-
brated.

He didn’t laugh at what they laughed at, or clapped at what they clapped at. And whenever the national
anthem played, he’d force his hand onto his heart, while others glowed and pulsated with pride, as if their de-
flated hearts had been pumped up by that rousing, militaristic theme – deflated by the alienation and frustration
that was felt by everyone on some level, yet nobody admitted it – so they had to fill that void with anthems,
trends, and outside activities.. Deep down, he felt that being a good patriot, good citizen shouldn’t be expected
of you: if you really feel good, you’d automatically radiate that pure, allusive, yet contagious spirit, not dilute it
or dogmatize it - intoxicating others with its abstract, debatable content.
Whenever others asked him what was his dream, what did he think about this great event, be it a movie, game,
election, he’d force his opinion, or concoct answers – not so much to fit in or to mask his indifference, but in the
hope of hypnotizing himself so as to be bold and free – at least in the way he thought others were.
This was his dirty secret: that he really cared nothing about this world. Nothing motivated him. Though he
wanted to join the courageous soldiers in their glorious wars, deep down he doubted their cause, even though he
thought himself to be merely unpatriotic and cowardly.
Spencer stepped behind him, nearly getting elbowed as Tank wound up with the right ridge hand. “Hi Mr. Tank.
I want to be a fighter, can you give me some tips.” Tank was seconds away from yelling that ‘you never get be-
hind a fighter in the middle of a workout, but something about this rookie’s wide-eyed, grinning naivete hum-
bled his veteran’s scowling outrage.



“Well, how much experience do you have?”
“Not much, but I think that I’m ready for my first match.”
“Ok, show me your moves.” Spencer shuffled so slowly, and his movements were so stiff, that Tank thought
that he was putting him on. He resembled an elderly man trying to racewalk in the 100 yard dash. “Umm- al-
right… I’m going to jab at your head, let’s see how well you can slip and counter”, said Tank. Spencer, though,
in his mind thought that he moved quicker than Bruce Lee and Pacquiao combined, he must’ve walked into six
potential killer shots – but Tank just didn’t have it in his heart to unload. So Tank taught him how to bob and
weave rhythmically – from the center – which will better position him to punch, kick, wrestle and retreat. Spen-
cer tried this tactic, and he did better, though Tank pulled some of his punches. “Like that, Mr. Tank.”
“Yeah, but keep practicing.”
“Thanks, Mr. Tank, you’re a real inspiration.” Spencer shadowboxed , and kept calling out to Tank, interrupting
his heavy bag workout. But Tank never got agitated.
Though Tank had gotten so disgusted with society, with its emphasis on ruthlessness over self-respect, dignity,
and integrity – that not even children looked innocent to him, for they were all bastards, bitches, and fascists in
training – something about this living cartoon character touched him. He was like an abandoned kitten, who
wanted you to take him home, so you couldn’t turn your back so easily. Spencer made him curious, compelling
him to look beyond the point that he usually withdrew from with others. “Look at me go, I’m getting really
good, I think”, said Spencer, as he tensely jabbed and moved. “I can’t wait for my first fight. I’ll make sure you
get a free ringside seat.”
“”I think you have a ways to go.”
Spencer’s big brown eyes softened and dilated, like volume dials being turned down . “But I can punch real
hard.” However, Tank noticed that he barely jolted the thin, cigar-shaped heavy bag, which even seasoned kids
battered around. Tank saw that there was no snap to his punches, and he didn’t turned his hips into them.
“There’s no pop in them shots, man.”
“But I did exactly what the DVD told me.”
“You need actual training and sparring.”
“Can you train me?”
“I don’t mind showing you some stuff here and there, but I can’t train you. “
“Is there anyone you can recommend?”
“Why do you want to fight – cant you just do it as a hobby?
“But how else can I get the girls and be part of the scene if I don’t become champ?” Even his big gloves
weighed him down as he pleaded.

Tank buster wanted to tell him the truth, that all that stuff: glory, girls, and the rest wasn’t worth it if the
emphasis was put more on the individual’s fleeting accomplishments than on his ever present personality. But
these thoughts began to bring him in touch with his own disappointment; he was being re-acquainted with his
disowned compassion, which was on the verge of extinction in this predatory world. But he compromised these
feelings by feeling sorry for this clueless loser, who might get permanently injured if he fought – no matter how
hard he trained, or how well he was prepared.

Weeks passed, and Spencer couldn’t help but to improve. But in Tank buster's eyes, he still had no busi-
ness fighting. The head trainer, Smithie noticed Spencer. Smithie trained Fullmer, the pound for pound champ
and the resident star. Fullmer was indeed a phenom, a genetic freak who could do it all – strike, grapple. His
attacks were so overwhelming that you couldn’t tell if he was too fast and powerful for his opponents, or if he
was just too good. Maybe he was both. Fullmer needed someone to spar – he wanted Tank, but he always had
some excuse or the other to not fight Fullmer.



Smithie praised Spencer’s ‘great innate talent’ and dedication – since he was one of the few newbies who kept
coming. “You really think that I’m good enough, that I can go all the way?”
“Sure, champ, you’re one of the quickest kids I’ve ever seen… which is why I think you should fight Fullmer in
a little three-round exhibition. I think you’ll match up well against him. “
Spencer stuttered, “really? But why doesn’t he fight the Tank-buster – he’s the best fighter I know?”
“Ahh, he’s a has-been. My kid would rather fight a young tiger like you… besides, aren’t you his protege?”
Spencer’s eyes brightened even more, as if this flattery had automatically transformed the dream into a reality,
like a lowly citizen agreeing to a destructive policy that was way above his understanding, just because he’s told
that he’s a good patriot. So Spencer volunteered. “You sure you want to do this?” asked the trainer more out of
enticing his consent than out of concern.
“Yeah. I’ve got to carry on Tank’s legacy.”
The wiry trainer laughed to himself “OK”.
The fight was hours away. Spencer kept asking Tank if this was the right way to hook, to apply a chokehold,
and the rest. It bothered Tank the way Spencer called him ‘champ’. “I’m no champ, kid! And why do you keep
following me around? What do you want from me?”
Spencer finally stopped smiling, and his eyes became very watery. He resembled a kid who was told that one
will die eventually, and there is no Santa Claus – two of life’s devastating truths rocking him simultaneously
like a one-two combination. “Bu- but you’re a champ to me… you’re the only one who’s taken out time for
me….”
Hearing this made Tank realize just how cynical and self-centered he really was because he felt that he barely
went out of his way for Spencer or anyone. He took a deep breath, saying, “ok, sorry I came off that way. What
do you want to know?”
Spencer’s childish grin returned. “I’m going to fight Fullmer in an exhibition real soon – how should I approach
him?”
Tank felt as if he suddenly went from mentoring a youth to counseling a suicidal patient. “What you should do
is not fight him.”
“Why not?’
“He’s too much for you – anybody.”
“But you’re the best fighter I know… if you’ taught me your secrets, than I have a chance. Besides, I can’t them
let get away after what they said about you: that you’re a has-been, and that you’re scared – I know you fear no
man… you have your reasons not to fight, and you have nothing to prove. But I do, and I want to protect my
sensei’s good name.”

Tank shook his head slightly, never ceasing to be surprised and saddened by Spencer’s naivete “so when
are you fighting him?”
“In about 90 minutes.”
“What – how come you didn’t tell me sooner?”
“It was all late notice-”
“That’s not enough time to show you anything!” Tank felt himself being dragged into a situation that he could
not say no to. In the past, he always had a say, an excuse not to commit to this task, or to help out. This would
be the hardest thing he’d do: commit a selfless act. But there was no way he was he going to let this kid fight
Fullmer – he’d rather burn in the flames of hell, or be devoured by a monster than let someone who didn’t know
what he was getting into get mangled.



Suddenly, on an intuitive level, Tank knew why he never became champ, and why he just limited his effort to
strenuous training and sparring. Not unlike Spencer, he thought that girls, glory, and fame were the real motiva-
tion, but selfish, shallow forces aren’t enough to lift great burdens – though if someone you love or emphasize
with is trapped under this everpiling weight, you’re suddenly empowered, for you’re inhabited by higher spirits.
These great spirits may’ve lost their confining bodies to the inhumane circumstances – not necessarily because
they were conquered, or because of ‘fate’ – but they’ll have a chance to reincarnate themselves – redeem them-
selves – through you if you allow them to board your vehicle. The more you open yourself, the better you can
see and appreciate the beauty and humanity in others – thus attracting more spirits, assisting you in the tug-of
-war.
Tank realized that it was more than about standing up for Spencer: he’d be asserting himself against the plun-
dering, self-devouring machine that plowed through the individual paths for the sake of building the risky high-
way – although all paths, no matter how steep or crooked lead to the same place, as opposed to the highway
which can get congested. In other words, Tank didn’t care about winning and losing , or what was right or
wrong, he just wanted to help Spencer… maybe it was too late for him, but not for Spencer, who he believed
was destined for better things… though he sensed other long forgotten, less violent ways of ‘proving your man-
hood’ – a paradox which actually corresponds to the greater dilemma that is the coldness/inhumanity produced
by this fascist world – he knew no other way but to fight and protect. But in his mind, he was a shield, not a pre-
emptive, incoming missile. Perhaps those nonviolent alternatives would make more sense after he intervened.
“Well, let me be in your corner. We’ll take it from there – come on.”
Spencer banged his fists together. “alright – Let’s get him!”

Fullmer hated Spencer upon sight, his soft, underdeveloped physique, flimsy posture, and goofy grin.
He hated the way Spencer extended his hand in friendship, saying, “You don’t know how much this means to
me, Mr. Fullmer, you helping out an up and coming fighter like myself.” Fullmer remembered when he was not
unlike Spencer, a small, wide-eyed amateur who looked up to the pros. He had expected them to nurture him
like big brothers and surrogate fathers – role models which were taken away from him during the holy war. But
his desire for intimacy and male bonding were smashed by their slaps of ‘tough love’ – and it was then that he
stopped trying to find happiness.
Fullmer remembered the last time he really cared. He was a twelve year old member of the united church – be-
fore the military took over the government. He didn’t know that skyscrapers, schools, and malls existed outside
of his church-commune – which was home, Disneyland, school, and prison for him. Oh, they traveled to amuse-
ment parks, and had picnics, but these places seemed to be extensions of the church – which he believed to be
the center of it all. The pastors promised their followers a place in heaven if they acted accordingly to god’s
will, although Fullmer hated it when they slapped his head for falling asleep in the middle of their seemingly
endless, obscure sermons about destiny, and the upcoming holy war. And he hated how the older boys would
humiliate him whenever he sought their advice on how to be a good soldier, during his training for the battle
against the non-believers. It was as if asking how to do this or that was showing some kind of weakness – that
somehow he should understand something which was way beyond him.

But he got over those abuses whenever these same father figures, mother figures, and surrogate siblings
bought him treats, and took him out for heart-to-heart walks. Though he felt that this attention was compro-
mised in the sense that they enforced their ‘values’ and ‘divine code of honor’ on him, intermingled with their
genuine affection and laughter, he never questioned anything. It seemed like a fair deal: take crap so that you’ll
be rewarded, like some puppy that doesn’t understand its rights.
And he saw how his hard-luck family was transformed.
He always wanted to see his tense, rigid father smile. There would be long stretches when little Fullmer
wouldn’t smile, unless dad did. But those exhilarating church sessions, despite their grim, apocalyptic themes
did more than make him smile: it was one of the few times that he was hugged by dad, other than when he was
intoxicated.



He remembered when his sad-faced mother, cried tears of release and joy in church. It was the only place that
she said more than a few timid words. She would share her disappointments and hopes, which she couldn’t do
at home.
He witnessed his demoralized, broken neighbors get mended together by the messages of unity and comradery.
Even his enemies: schoolyard bullies and gangmembers were unified by the common cause. And you couldn’t
resist the divine medicines: the rousing gospel music screamed at his soul, and the sermons about brotherhood,
unity – and doing the ‘right thing’/doing what you’re told – seized his mind, while embracing his soul. Fullmer
thought the message: saying that they were God’s chosen people meant that his demoralized tribe – left behind
by relentless progress and the petty economy – were deserving of love, peace, and justice after all – despite the
lies of the government: saying they were too dumb and backwards, that they couldn’t maintain their own fertile
lands – which only those with higher education could do, or more accurately exploit for its resources. … but he
soon realized that his little community was being groomed for extermination in a genocidal war in which they
didn’t stand a chance.
Fullmer had his doubts: how could a few guerillas stand up to advanced weapons like lasers and electric can-
nons? But his ‘brothers’ told him to never doubt the power of God – the same force which cured his leukemia.
Even mom, who was so against playground scuffles and cursing, encouraged him to fight God’s war. This qui-
et, meek, sometimes fearful lady would spoil him with toys and candy even when dad forbade it – thus mom
and son had a special bond, for they were partners in the most innocent of crimes. If Fullmer would rebel
against the cause, than he’d be dishonoring her, he felt… especially, since his dad, buddies, enemies, and neigh-
bors; everyone he knew, no matter their differences, believed in the same thing for a change. Dying a glorious,
selfless, courageous death for God and the community was the ultimate – what’s a few minutes, hours, days of
hellish agony compared to a lifetime of cowardice? Sure his best friends, brothers, and sisters were blown to
bits and roasted alive in the front lines – but victory would come… that’s what the pastor said for years.

The war came and gone, and Fullmer was one of the few survivors. But he still felt as though he had
died, because everyone dear to him was gone. He looked at the charred, pleading hands of his family's corpses,
not believing that these same malformed, inanimate appendages once held his own. But he got over his trauma
to a degree when he chose to believe the half-truth that his community was a crazed cult, and that the govern-
ment was just trying to save kids like him from their ‘malicious influence’ – though he detected similar ‘cult
patterns’ in the establishment: ‘believe what we tell you’, ‘don’t question anything’ , ‘and remember, no matter
how hard we are on you, we love you’… And they were indeed hard on him, showing him little affection, as
they inducted him into their military-school. But he used his trauma, rage, size and strength to become the
pound-for-pound mma champion of the world.
Fullmer knew that there was no such thing as divine will, only massive, well-organized force. It didn’t matter if
God or the devil ran it, as long as it had all the resources, members and weapons. There are no heroes, just bold
– though heartless, successful – or lucky – go-getters – although there’s still a part of him buried under all that
bitter waste, suspecting that this same great organization could be used to better the world, if only the masses
were driven by something more humanistic and peaceful – but his angry, wounded selves – including the tor-
mented, repressed selves of his ‘role models’ – worked harder to silence this pleading voice.
So why should Fullmer take it easy on anyone now? He took his poundings from the pros, and he persevered;
he’s been batted around by life. So what that Spencer is too small and skinny for him. He wants to fight, then
show him what it’s about. Break his nose, his jaw, and ribs – it’s not against the rules. Even if he gets perma-
nently injured, that’ll still be nothing compared to what Fullmer went through, who hasn’t smiled( from the
heart) in who knows how long. If anything, he thought he’d be doing Spencer a favor by thrashing him.
He wants to dream, than I’ll knock him out.



Spencer and Fullmer stepped into the ring. Just as they were about to touch gloves, a flashing light from no-
where blinded Tank, but this was no regular nuclear explosion. It was a spiritual implosion, erupting through
the doubts, lies, and excuses. For a split second, Tank foresaw the future: Spencer had walked into a buzzsaw,
and his puffy pink gloves and anemic muscles were bloodied and shredded. Tank grabbed Spencer gently by the
shoulders, and pushed him gently out of range. Tank still had his workout clothes on: tank top and knee-length
trunks. He put on his gloves, and inserted his mouthpiece. Fullmer was pleasantly surprised, that this liar was
finally man enough to face him.
Time froze, and everything became so unified that it’s aura could only be expressed in a way that transcended
all mediums. The bell rung. Tank charged fearlessly at Fullmer because he was an obstacle to the greater truth,
no longer a mere foe. In the past, Tank ducked challengers because he wasn’t sure if they were his enemies, or
opponents for that matter. Now, he fought furiously and tirelessly because he was loose…he used to tighten up
because the trainers and critics insisted that he learn this skill, and master that technique, work at this pace, or
else they’d imply he was a loser – thus, by conforming, he’d be restricting himself. The meditative and forceful
states became one, as Tank kept beating Fullmer to the punch, while sidestepping his speedy charges, and
sneaky right-hand leads. It was like walking upright in a windy rainstorm: you didn’t the let chilly raindrops or
freezing winds disrupt your focus.



Tank had to be a new type of weapon, in order to deal with this human war machine. Tank was a studded chain,
linking the deadliest weapons: axes, maces, whips, swords, daggers, clubs, iron bars, and spikes. He thrusted
out straight punches and kicks in the manner of swords and daggers, lashed out jabs and open-palm shots, like
whips and spears, and whirled out roundhouse blows like axes, and clubs… and when in -close, he’d crush him
with the studded hydraulic presses that were his elbows, forearms, and trunk. When hitting in combination, he’d
join these weapons together, forming a kind of deflecting, slashing, pounding sword-shield apparatus. Tank
neutralized his speed simply by exaggerating its velocity: Tank imagined that he was stuck in concrete, and
Fullmer’s strikes and rushes even faster than bullets – this enabled Tank to both beat him to the punch and hit
the tiniest openings as soon as he removed the imaginary obstacles.

Tank also flowed from one move to the other merely by being aware of his mistakes: he’d crouch down after
hurling a hook, then he’d elbow his knee, and shoot back up with uppercuts, and so on. When Fullmer tried to
pummel him with anvil-punches, Tank’s hands became like ropes, entangling his booming momentum; when
Fullmer’s hands became ropes, Tank turned his limbs into barbed wire, slashing and mashing his lashing hands,
and when Fullmer became barbed wire, trying to tie him into bloody knots, Tank tore them open with hooks.
When Fullmer chopped down at his palms, Tank parried and deflected. When Fullmer deflected his chopping,
he smashed him in the inside with his body like some great hammer.



And tank bridged the gap between the various ranges and rhythms by using reverse psychology: When he wres-
tled and grappled, he moved in as if to punch – thus going inside better positioned and balanced… and he
moved in as if to wrestle when he punched, which allowed him to parry counterpunches… and when he threw
long-range strikes, he acted as if he were firing short punches, which prevented him from overreaching while
moving in, and when he threw short punches, he acted as if throwing long – thus filling his foe’s fleeting space.
Tank also flowed from one move to the other merely by being aware of his mistakes: he’d crouch down after
hurling a hook, then he’d elbow his knee, and shoot back up with uppercuts, and so on. When Fullmer tried to
pummel him with anvil-punches, Tank’s hands became like ropes, entangling his booming momentum; when
Fullmer’s hands became ropes, Tank turned his limbs into barbed wire, slashing and mashing his lashing hands,
and when Fullmer became barbed wire, trying to tie him into bloody knots, Tank tore them open with hooks.
When Fullmer chopped down at his palms, Tank parried and deflected. When Fullmer deflected his chopping,
he smashed him in the inside with his body like some great hammer.
It wasn’t enough to physically and tactically hold off Fullmer; Tank looked deep within the source of all human
conflict in order to deal with the present one, that negative source being alienation and oppression/repression –
he felt the pain, fear, and misery of many victims. He looked even deeper – into their hearts, finding ways to
cope with Fullmer’s assaults. Whenever Tank got cornered, he felt the hopelessness of a shunned outsider. But
when he embraced the stranger, claiming him as his own brother, that outside world no longer became a gaping
hole for the unfortunate few to slip through. He fulfilled his long-forgotten dreams, whatever they were, merely
by treating him with respect and dignity – thus escaping that battered ring post was nothing compared to restor-
ing the outcast’s sense of self.
As Fullmer stepped up his attacks, seemingly on the verge of overwhelming him – Tank found the patience and
focus necessary to neutralize his relentless assault by taking out time for the elderly. He made the grief-stricken
old woman forget about her past; to get over her regret about not making the right choices by giving her pre-
cious time – which expanded her evershortening life span. She was grateful, and since she was no longer over-
bearing, miserable, and burdensome, Fullmer’s multi-faceted attack was no longer overwhelming… and Tank
counter-struck the openings of his careless attack. In fact, Tank wholeheartedly examined everyone’s traumatic
experiences – which even friends, doctors, and family members didn’t want to get into – yet their attention(
these supposedly, well-adjusted, independent, strong-willed people) was made all the more fickle, thus making
them vulnerable to many impersonal forces. Fullmer was repeatedly hit by shots he never saw coming, and he
kept missing, even though he thought that he was a master who’s seen it all.
However, Fullmer seemed to be getting stronger and faster, while Tank believed he was down to his last eight
haymakers. As Fullmer cut the ring off, Tank heard pleading screams within his own creaking bones, the tense
muscles rubbing against them, as if they were the strained rudders and sails of a boat in a raging storm. He felt
the fear of a million persons about to perish in lava. The clouds of doubt, the winds of fear, and the intimidating
hailstorm flooded his inside world – but he breathed in and out, as if to manipulate the winds/alter the weather,
and the blazing sun of courage which rose from his heart to his brainstem dried everything up. But Fullmer’s
torrid pressure turned this warm area into a humid desert. Tank went from nearly drowning to being suffocated.
When Tank was rocked shot after shot, when he was about to fall and give in to the pressure, pain, and fatigue,
he was supported by a million loving hands: those who’ve caressed their mortally wounded loved ones: cancer
patients, mutilated survivors, and burn victims. Their loving touches and loving pleas were many more times
more empowering than a drill sergeant’s threatening shouts and insults. So Tank persevered in this hell-ring
simply by escaping the deeper torments of an inner purgatory.



Tank had a vision: he saw a mangled, melted face. It was so grotesque, that one could go mad just looking at it.
It’s curled, charred onion ring-like nose, bulging, sagging, half-dissolved boiled egg eyeballs and smashed-in
bones made Tank feel as if his own features could be easily rearranged. These crooked, twisted features caused
his facial bones to ache. It chased Tank as Fullmer tried to corner him. Perhaps this slimy, severely disfigured
face would be his own as soon as he tired and dropped his guard. He was fighting a double battle. He slipped
Fullmer’s missile-like shots while trying to get that face out of his mind. The face grew even bigger, and
pressed itself against his lips. Tank could just taste the crispy, gooey, flesh-dough, and he felt the felt the sting
of its exposed nerve endings, penetrating his flesh like white-hot needles.
Tank realized he hadn’t gotten over his fear of the worst: of being maimed and scarred for life from fighting a
futile battle. Tank focused, and thought, veins, mucous, blood, organs,and feces are all repulsive but they’re al-
ways there, only they’re covered by flesh and hair. But what permanent thing can replace skin if it’s destroyed
or disfigured? One must immerse oneself in the sparkling, glossy darkness of one’s soul; the beauty within,
which, like the milky way ‘overshadows’ barren worlds in space – thus shunned spirits ( told that there’s no
room in a particular heaven) can find refuge there. Tank’s fear of pain and disfigurement burned away even
faster than superficial flesh when he contemplated this.
Tank’s resistance, though futile, began to wear Fullmer down in another way. He saw that Tank was indeed the
better fighter, but this cyborg would eventually break Tank down. Even if Fullmer won, he’d feel like the real
loser, especially when he glanced at Spencer, who had tears in his eyes, realizing that his hero and buddy was
about to fall. But he was ready to jump in the ring, no matter how intimidating Fullmer is… Tank had stood up
for Spencer, and Spencer would return the favor – no ifs or buts. The prospect of fighting Spencer took on an-
other reality: in his mind’s eye, he wouldn’t just be beating down a weaker person, he’d literally be pulling a
puppy’s ears, torturing it - a creature which depending on your treatment, could either be a loving companion,
or a fearful critter, wishing for death whenever it slept. If he vanquished Spencer, would he be eliminating hope
and faith themselves – which inspired and transformed a broken, demoralized fighter – one who nearly defeated
him? Fullmer’s heart dropped, as he unwillingly contemplated this, and his massive body sagged… a gray sky
clouded his eyes, and a downpour of tears came. Fullmer realized that every humiliation, abuse, and torture he
ever inflicted only buried his compassionate spirit alive – in fact, being buried alive, being dehumanized is just
as bad, or worse than humiliating, abusing, and torturing others., for preserving your identity isn’t worth it if it
means losing your humanity – which is a kind of suicide.
While Fullmer felt this truth in all of its horror, Tank regrouped and unloaded a sledgehammer-axe of an over-
hand right, toppling his paralyzed body over like a tree stuck by lightning. Fullmer was counted out, but when
he came to, he felt like he woke up from a nightmare, or survived a near-death experience.; he had a second
chance: a crowd of hands helped him to his feet. Fullmer recognized these ethereal beings as being his long-lost
family and friends, supposedly vanquished in the war. They told him not to despair, that his knockout loss hum-
bled him, and in so doing resurrected their spirits; they rose above the lies that had kept them down.
They told him that they’re always with him, and they’d be waiting for him when we woke from the lucid dream
that was physical life. They guided him to the ethereal, blinding lights which led down into the ring He em-
braced his opponents, joining in their celebration, as if their victory was his own – for they had freed his spirit.
And he needed not explain anything because they were one, Spencer, the innocent, naive romantic, Tank, the
disgruntled cynic, and Fullmer, the vengeful, hateful man-machine.



This trio of unlikely friends went out for pizza. Fullmer and Tank discussed their harsh experiences, and shared
their newly-discovered dreams. Tank felt especially reborn, since everything was so clear to him. They all
agreed that their bout was more of a religious experience than a fight. They believed Spencer to be the reason
for their transformation. Tank said, “Spencer, though we passed the test, we’re better than this. I think you have
more potential.” Spencer’s perpetually wide eyes began to fill with something more substantial than wonder and
hope. “I think you can be a real revolutionary. I mean you’re integrity/dignity, and positiveness is so rich that
no great assault, whether physical or psychological can get you down. But I don’t think that you should waste
yourselfl by pleasing the wild herds. I think you should join up with other Spencers, or try to uncover the good
that’s in all of us, like you did to me and Fullmer – I wouldn’t have survived that fight if it wasn’t because of
you… who knows, you may’ve even ko’d him, not me. “
“Rub it in, will you,” said Fulmer. Tank jabbed his massive left shoulder playfully.
And Spencer’s dreamy eyes cleared, as he took in this revelation. “Spencer, I think you, me and other so-called
geeks, losers, and slackers are the final energy source – a hidden treasure with boundless potential. The cynics
only looked down on us because unconsciously, we wouldn’t let them monopolize our resources, even though
we may’ve thought that we were unworthy/inadequate, or that we were being cowardly or uncooperative.”
“So you’re saying that I shouldn’t try to get others’ approval? You really believe that I’m good enough just the
way I am? I’m confused, then why do people categorize others as winners and losers, popular and mundane,
exceptional and lowly, and ugly and beautiful?”
“Yeah, and I always wondered why there always two conflicting sides”, added Fullmer. When I grew up in the
church, we felt that the world was against us, then when I became ‘accepted’ by the world, there seemed to
many fringe worlds against us… I always felt like I’ve been used, no matter how much I gained from their im-
balanced support.
“So all the crap that I’ve experienced was because hardly anyone has found that true peace… maybe
truth/happiness is something to be uncovered, not discovered”
“We should come in touch with something that’s already there – for ghosts only haunt us when we neglect our
higher selves.” added Spencer.
The trio sat in meditative silence, contemplating these revelations, like monks unified by the inner cause. They
realized that others had to be ‘koed’ in a sense, succumbing to the greater force in order to get in touch with
their repressed better selves… for the higher self is mostly buried by ego, pride, and deception. The three fight-
ers stepped out of the pizzeria, which overlooked the city. They were ready to share their insights with the very
swarming crowds that used to look so imposing; from the hilltop, the city was within their reach.



SURREAL FIGHT GALLERY

ABSTRACT FIGHTER VS REPRESENTATIONAL FIGHTER

SHAPE-SHIFTER KATAS



Psychedelic monsters formed by the motions of a fight

Psychedelic source of all displays of strength: kos, homeruns, and explosve lifts



Pugilistic quantum physics



Mile - long blow - the  dynamics of the one-inch punch are amplified in the respect that the smaller monster
Uses every square inch of momentum to transform his body into a virtual divebomber. He develops this power by
Dropping down onto his fists,off rock ledges, hilltops; increasing his force by falling off
Greater heights - to the degree that the negative, vacuum-like velocity of deep trajectories is incorporated into
The positive blow. .
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INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...


